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In this paper, a methodology to classify terrain is presented. The taxonomy is devised using a terrain template based on evidence from topographic maps, and the resulting classes are characterized as steep, intermediate, and flat terrain peer groups of transit authorities. A set of 181 transit authorities was classified according to terrain type; in borderline cases, graphic displays were used to supplement the tabular display format of the classification. The terrain template was derived from applying allometric growth and census data to topographic evidence. Sets of Section 15 bus maintenance performance indicators were examined within terrain peer groups as an example of the potential for the application of these procedures. When the indicators miles per gallon, employees per vehicle-mile, and cost per vehicle-mile were displayed by terrain peer groups, relationships were found between quality of maintenance and miles per gallon in steeper environments.

Steep grades in bus routes create strain on the motor and power train of a bus, and frequent alternation between uphill and downhill operations on the bus creates further stress on its internal systems. Terrain peer groups for buses, formed from a set of transit authorities participating in the Section 15 reporting system, assist in understanding the impact terrain might have on bus maintenance performance. The application of a simple terrain template permits either transit managers or UMTA to place an arbitrary transit authority into a flat, intermediate, or steep terrain peer group. A set of 181 transit authorities was classified according to terrain type, and graphic displays were used to supplement the tabular display format of the classification.

To illustrate one way to employ the taxonomy, Section 15 indicators were used to consider the effect terrain might have on bus maintenance performance. Miles-per-gallon indicators were stratified into subclasses according to terrain and maintenance quality type. When independent variables other than terrain such as climate or congestion were introduced into the analysis, a comprehensive view of bus maintenance performance as a function of environmental, as well as of routing and economic, considerations followed.

More specifically, when the methodology was applied, it suggested numerical maintenance subclasses within terrain peer groups, with which transit authorities might compare their miles-per-gallon figures. Because the application of method was to maintenance data, this study meshed with the authors' previous methodological study Climatic Effects on Bus Durability (1), suggesting the potential for cross-class empirical comparisons of cross-sectional performance data.

The primary contribution of this research is to introduce methodology to classify sets of transit authorities according to terrain type. As the scale of an arbitrary research study ranges from local to global, modifications suited to scale demands might be superimposed on this basic methodology to reflect the needs of the project at hand. The goal is to present ideas in their broadest form to suggest the range of uses for these procedures to a variety of researchers.

TERRAIN PEER GROUPS

The mechanics of developing terrain peer groups involves constructing a template to be used to standardize differences in elevation on U.S. Geological Survey topographic maps as applied, in this case, to the map series of scale 1:250,000. The construction consists of two parts: first, the approximation of the boundary of each transit authority, and second, the determination within this boundary of the terrain as predominantly steep, intermediate, or flat.

To achieve the former goal, allometry with standard techniques (2, 3) was used to represent the city as a circle centered in most cases on city hall, with radius proportional to total population. Because each city was then represented with a circular boundary, visual comparisons of topographic evidence within the set of cities under study were facilitated. To create these circular cities, census data pertaining to the city itself, rather than to a larger metropolitan region or urbanized area, were used because bus routes run predominantly across terrain interior to the city. Total population figures rather than population density data were used because density figures, which do reflect directly the likely extent of wear and tear on buses, do not reflect variation at the city scale in terrain. As a pure terrain measure is sought, allometry appears well suited to the task; there is no additional input from phenomena unrelated to terrain such as density to confound the terrain data.

To determine terrain type within the circular boundaries, sets of evenly spaced lines were used to sample the unevenly spaced contour lines within the allometric circle and to classify the underlying terrain as steep, intermediate, or flat. The details of these procedures are described next.

To construct a set of circles representing cities of various sizes, the law of allometric growth was used to determine circle radius corresponding to city population as given in the 1980 census. Biologists use allometry to predict the size of an entire individual within a given species from the size of one of its parts; pediatricians apply this idea to predict adult heights of...
children (2). Nordbeck and Tobler (3) used allometry to represent city size as a circle proportional to the size of the built-up area and to population inhabiting the built-up area. It was found from empirical studies that the area of a U.S. city can be estimated by \( A = 0.00151 \, \pi R^2 \), where \( A \) is area in square miles and \( P \) is total city population (2, 3). Using \( A = \pi R^2 \) with \( R \) the radius of a circle of area \( A \) associates a radius \( R \) with each city given its population as \( R = 0.0219237 \, \pi^{0.8785} \) (3). Calculations were then made to determine population sizes that corresponded to radii of 0.5, 1.0, 1.5, 2.0, 2.5, \ldots, 23.0 mi. Population intervals were centered on integral mile values for radii \( R \), and these radii were converted to the scale of a 1:250,000 map. Table 1 presents these values of radii, which include all cities in the study. A set of circles of radii 0.25, 0.51, 0.76, 1.01, \ldots, 5.58 in. were drawn on transparent plastic; when superimposed on a topographic map of scale 1:250,000 and centered on a central point distinguished on the map, the circumference served as the city boundary.

In Table 1, transit authorities were ranked from the 1980 census within terrain classes by total city population (5, 6). The numbers used to partition each terrain class represented the size of the radius of the associated allometric circle in inches at a scale of 1:250,000. Within an allometric subclass, cities were ordered from large to small. No cities fell into the population intervals represented by the allometric radii 5.32, 5.07, 4.82, 4.56, 4.31, 4.06, and 3.55. Consequently, these values were not included in this table.

To analyze the terrain within a circle required sampling the spacing between the line pattern of contour lines. Hammond (4) commented that terrain steeper than about an 8 percent grade causes problems for virtually any sort of vehicle, while Ullman (unpublished data) noted that most railroad tracks run across terrain of less than 1.5 percent grade. Thus, a city with a significant percentage of 8 percent grade was characterized as steep, one with terrain of grade largely less than 2 percent as flat, and all others as intermediate, but using other percentages would not alter the general procedure.

Generally, contour lines are wiggly; locally, however, all are topologically equivalent to short straight-line segments. Thus, a sequence of parallel short straight-line segments was spaced to

### Table 1: Terrains Type and Allometric Radii of 181 Transit Authorities

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Steep Terrain: 20 Transit Authorities&lt;sup&gt;a&lt;/sup&gt;</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>5.58 — No entries</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>3.30 — No entries</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>2.79 — No entries</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>2.53 — No entries</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Intermediate Terrain: 80 Transit Authorities&lt;sup&gt;a&lt;/sup&gt;</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>3.80 — No entries</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>3.30 — No entries</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Flat Terrain: 81 Transit Authorities&lt;sup&gt;a&lt;/sup&gt;</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>3.80 — Chicago, Ill.</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>3.04 — No entries</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

<sup>a</sup>Numbers are rank-ordered by allometric radius and are proportional to city size.
represent 2 and 8 percent grades on a 1:250,000 topographic map with a 50-ft contour interval to evaluate spacing between contours (4). Adjustments may be made easily for 100- and 200-ft contour intervals. A 2 percent slope at a scale of 1:250,000 would be represented by a set of short, vertical parallel line segments spaced 0.12 in. apart; an 8 percent slope at 1:250,000 would be represented by a set of short vertical parallel line segments spaced 0.03 in. apart. When a horizontal line is drawn perpendicular to each set of vertical parallel line segments through the set of vertical parallel lines, a comb-like configuration appears, corresponding to each spacing pattern. Each contour comb is then transferred to a transparency. When either transparency is superimposed on both the allometric circle and the topographic map so that the horizontal line (comb handle) passes through the center of the circle, the horizontal line samples contour line spacing. Rotating this line about the center produces a scan of the city using the contour comb. Use of the allometric circle and the contour comb as a template of transparencies applied to USGS maps permitted rapid (under 1 min each) determination of the general terrain of most cities as steep, intermediate, or flat. Table 1 presents the results of applying the template to a set of 181 transit authorities; in Table 1 this set of transit authorities is partitioned into steep, intermediate, and flat terrain classes.

Of course, some cities did not fall clearly into one terrain type or another. These were included in the steeper of the two categories if more than just a single hill or ridge or small group of them was of the steeper type; they were included in the flatter of the two categories if the relatively steep parts appeared from the road pattern or from shading on the map not to lie in regions likely to be served by buses. To make these decisions, it was useful to make supplementary maps by tracing both the drainage pattern and rail pattern onto the allometric circle. Figure 1 includes maps of this sort for selected transit authorities that did not fall clearly into a particular terrain type. Figure 1 also includes maps of terrain in transit authorities typical of each terrain type. The river and rail networks partitioned these circles into a number of regions, within each of which it was determined using the contour combs whether they were flat, intermediate, or steep, and they were shaded accordingly. The content of Figure 1 is organized, generally, according to increasing steepness of terrain; in flat cities it appeared that rails were often straight and that no topographic advantage was gained by running rails in river valleys. Thus, rail lines in flat cities as well as those in substantially flat coastal areas of nonflat cities (e.g., Oakland) were omitted in Figure 1. In nonflat cities, both river and rail patterns were shown; in fact, curviness in railnet generally suggested nonflat cities.

Within the flat group of cities shown in Figure 1, Detroit, Indianapolis, Sacramento, and Stockton are all clearly flat; however, the drainage pattern in Indianapolis suggests a more undulating surface, and a corresponding increase in expected wear on bus brakes and power train, than does that of Detroit. Sacramento and Stockton both appear to have surfaces that show more topographic variation (resulting from the need to cross the river) than does Detroit, but less than does Indianapolis. River width also helps to determine the extent of undulation; narrow streams may be bridged at grade level whereas wider streams, not easily bridged in that fashion, force change in elevation. Judging from local Ann Arbor field evidence, streams that appear on maps at a scale of 1:250,000 are wide enough to be of the latter sort.

Louisville and San Jose are both predominantly flat. An eastern section of Louisville near a stream feeding into the Ohio River is somewhat hilly; the general pattern of contour lines suggests a clearly flat region elsewhere. On the other hand, San Jose might have been classed as intermediate, or even as steep, if the road pattern suggested that people lived in the hills to the northeast of the center. No evidence suggests this distribution and thus San Jose is classed as flat because it appears that most bus routes cross flat terrain.

In the intermediate class, the flattest city is Jackson, Michigan, and the steepest is Baltimore. Jackson and Brockton are the least steep; however, both maps display curvy railnets, at least one line in each of which runs along the river next to terrain classed as intermediate, suggesting topographic advantage from such placement. Dayton, Minneapolis-Saint Paul, and Kalamazoo show a mixture of flat and intermediate regions but appear on the whole to be predominantly intermediate. Ann Arbor, Lowell, and Haverhill are all intermediate as determined both from contour combs and from the shape of rail lines. Baltimore has a few steep areas; as these occur mainly in parklands, the city is placed in the intermediate class.

In the steep class, Boston and Washington contained a fairly even mixture of flat, intermediate, and steep regions. In both cases, a substantial amount of the steep terrain appeared to be in residential areas, requiring buses to shift through the entire spectrum of terrain types; thus, these were classified as steep. The remaining four cities (Worcester, San Francisco, Oakland, and Cincinnati) appeared clearly steep, although each in a different way.

NATIONWIDE TERRAIN PEER GROUPS

In Table 1, all transit authorities that are steep are grouped in one terrain class or peer group, all transit authorities that are intermediate are grouped in another terrain peer group, and all transit authorities that are flat are grouped in a third terrain peer group. The point of the procedure developed in the previous sections was to come to such a classification of transit authorities by terrain type; the terrain snapshots graphically supplement the numerical classification.

As with any taxonomy, the underlying decisions on which it is formed involve a certain degree of arbitrariness. In this case, a finer partition of terrain type into more than three classes would permit finer distinctions among transit authorities. Although this notion has some merit, there may be considerable sacrifice in grasping the broad terrain picture when partitioning is extended. Further, it appears undesirable to claim that some number of categories is best; any reasonable number will have advantages and drawbacks. It is for this reason that the supplementary evidence shown in the terrain snapshots is useful. These snapshots show the whole picture at a single glance in a way that refinement in data partitioning cannot.

An additional advantage to choosing three as the number of classes in this taxonomy is the retaining of classificatory structure that parallels the form underlying the research in Climatic Effects on Bus Durability, thereby facilitating cross-class comparisons between corresponding climate and terrain peer
Further, this research is an effort involving the development of methodology, as was the climate research. Therefore, it appears appropriate to keep underlying assumptions as uncluttered as possible to permit the widespread dissemination and use of these ideas by researchers from a variety of backgrounds.

The material that follows, which shows one application of this classification, is presented to illustrate possible uses for this sort of methodology. In it, maintenance data expressed in terms of dependent variables selected for illustrative purposes were extracted from Section 15 data and were examined within each of these nationwide terrain peer groups.

MAINTENANCE DATA IN TERRAIN PEER GROUPS

In this application, maintenance performance is measured with two indicators: maintenance value and maintenance efficiency, where maintenance value equals total vehicle-miles per dollar of maintenance expenses, and maintenance efficiency equals total vehicle-miles per maintenance employee. Data for the first indicator appear directly in the National Urban Mass Transportation Statistics (7); data for the second indicator were calculated as total vehicle-miles divided by the number of maintenance employees per vehicle in maximum scheduled service where such an employee is assumed to work 2,000 hr/year. For both indicators, higher values reflect higher quality in maintenance. When both maintenance value and efficiency indicators are calculated for each of the 181 transit authorities, and these data are partitioned by quartiles, 16 mutually exclusive subclasses based on maintenance quality appear in the data.

When the set of transit authorities is also partitioned by quartiles according to the miles-per-gallon indicator, bars placed in each maintenance subclass of Figure 2 showed (a) by their length, the percentage of the set of 181 transit authorities within each; (b) by their internal partitioning, the percentage of entries ranked by the miles-per-gallon indicator within that subclass coming from the top, second, third, and bottom quarters of the set. The result is that Figure 2 compresses four dimensions of data (maintenance value, maintenance efficiency, percentage per quarter of the miles-per-gallon indicator, and percentage of transit authorities per maintenance subclass) into two geometric dimensions. For example, the bar in the
upper-left-hand corner of Figure 2 is between two and three times as long as the 5 percent box in the legend. This length demonstrates, graphically, that about 12 percent of the 181 transit authorities fall into this best subclass. The partitioning internal to this bar shows by shading that, of the transit authorities in this subclass, about 46 percent fall into the top quarter of the miles-per-gallon indicator, about 32 percent fall into the second quarter of the miles-per-gallon indicator, about 18 percent fall into the third quarter of the miles-per-gallon indicator, and 4 percent lie in the bottom quarter of that indicator. Good maintenance efficiency and maintenance value and good fuel economy graphically correspond across the entire sample in Figure 2. The subclass in the lower-right-hand corner has the poorest value and efficiency. The shading internal to the bar shows that almost all transit authorities achieve mileage worse than the median and that a substantial majority score in the bottom quarter, indicating that bad mileage corresponds to bad maintenance as well. Because Figure 2 provides graphic support for the natural notion that transit authorities achieving the highest maintenance value and efficiency achieve higher miles-per-gallon figures than do those reporting poor maintenance, it serves as a graphic standard against which to test the
same sort of chart when these data are also stratified according to terrain class.

When the data from Figure 2 were sorted using a fifth data dimension according to terrain peer group, Figures 3–5 emerged. Abstractly these figures represent two-dimensional portraits of miles-per-gallon data within maintenance subclasses for the steep, intermediate, and flat terrain peer groups, respectively. Figure 3 graphically suggests that the ties between maintenance value and efficiency and miles per gallon are stronger in steeper environments than they are in the whole sample in Figure 2; in flatter surroundings other factors apparently overshadow the effects of terrain on the miles-per-gallon indicator (Figures 4 and 5).

The distinctions among maintenance subclasses within a figure fade increasingly from steep terrain (Figure 3) to flat terrain (Figure 5). This result suggests that, in the steep-terrain peer group, transit authorities with low miles per gallon are more likely to have lower maintenance and efficiency values than are corresponding properties in the intermediate-terrain peer group; and, that those in the intermediate-terrain peer group with low miles per gallon are more likely to fall into lower maintenance and efficiency value subclasses than are...
corresponding properties in the flat-terrain peer group. In addition, there is a greater proportion of transit authorities in the upper-left-hand square subset or the four small boxes of Figure 5 than there is in the corresponding position in Figure 4, suggesting better performance in flat terrain.

One implication of this sort of approach is that any transit authority might classify itself according to terrain type and then use charts such as these as constructive guidelines to focus the direction of its maintenance effort. On the other hand, UMTA might use them to evaluate the quality of the maintenance effort of a particular transit authority as compared to its peers in conjunction with other factors mentioned previously. In either application, (a) the guidelines suggested by these charts are general, and (b) the numerical figures associated with these graphical displays are based on data that vary from year to year.

At a deeper level, when the effect of terrain on fuel consumption is viewed as but one element derived from cross-sectional performance data, to measure some component of maintenance performance and bus durability, opportunities to use this methodology for classifying terrain in conjunction with other types of data emerge. Such a merger of methodologies permits a more comprehensive evaluation of the effects of this and other independent variables such as climate and congestion on bus maintenance and equipment life (1).

CONCLUSION

The major contribution of this report is to classify transit authorities according to terrain type into steep, intermediate, or flat peer groups. The typology is formed on the basis of empirical topographic evidence accumulated at the 1:250,000 scale using a terrain template. Nationwide terrain peer groups established using this terrain template are displayed in Table 1.

When the variables miles per gallon, maintenance efficiency, and maintenance value, quantified by Section 15 indicators, are introduced into these terrain peer groups, connections are found between maintenance value and efficiency and miles per gallon in steeper environments. As this is a first effort in analyzing the relation between maintenance and terrain, a significant function of these data is to suggest a framework in which to test other transit concepts.

These broad terrain categories might be used in a regression analysis context involving several factors in addition to terrain, related to vehicle performance (e.g., frequency between stops and passenger loads). Or, they might be used to restructure this classification, using different percentage slopes to correspond to steep or intermediate terrain. However, an arbitrary attempt to even out the numerical size of terrain peer groups would result in misclassification because there are fewer steep cities.

At an integrative empirical level, this taxonomy might be used in conjunction with climate peer groups and congestion peer groups formed on the basis of route curviness, stop spacing, and population density to serve as one arm of a more comprehensive empirical study of Environmental Effects on Bus Durability (1; 8; Arlinghaus and Nystuen, unpublished data). Another avenue for further research is suggested by the observation that this method of classifying terrain appears to lend itself to automated analysis using computer techniques. At the theoretical level, fractal geometry, which has been used to simulate terrain, might be used to identify self-similar terrain characteristics that prevail independently of the partition chosen for terrain classes (9–13). At the pragmatic level, the usefulness of the peer groups produced using this methodology likely rests on their capability to augment the explanatory power of other indicators to improve our understanding of system level performance statistics.
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